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OWN THE LIFECYCLE:
Ready for Whatever Comes Next
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Own the Lifecycle: Sustainable Business Transformation

WHAT DRIVES CHANGE?
Increasingly, product and services companies are seeking more information and control in the
operational lifecycle of their products, including service and use. Why? With better information:
▪

Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) can discover ways to improve customer
experience faster and more confidently, even in-flight, to build more sustainable products.

▪

When opportunities or threats emerge, such as market entrants, new product technologies,
and mounting competition, OEMs can coordinate a customer-focused response, for
sustainable strategic change.

▪

Product development and business strategy teams can use new information and insights to
improve future offerings, delivering sustainable business value.

What will it take to change?
Better information about the operational lifecycle, and the ability to use that information, requires
more than just unstructured data flowing back from products in the field.
It requires coordinated, complete information from across the end-to-end lifecycle of products,
communicated to internal and external stakeholders. This Digital Thread of product information
must deliver accurate, up-to-date, and actionable information to teams who need it, and coordinate
their responses to it.
To extend this thread into the operational phase, deep insights into fielded product configurations
and the operating conditions they experience is also critical. This includes all of the product’s digital
information upstream and downstream of its release: a complete and accurate Digital Twin.
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‘Digital transformation’ is on the rise. But is it working?

84% fail

According to a recent Forbes headline, “84% of Companies Fail at Digital Transformation.”
And in a 2018 McKinsey Global Survey of 1,733 business executives, just 14% said their digital
transformation efforts have sustained performance improvements, while only 3% report
complete success at sustaining change.

14% sustain improvements
3% completely succeed

New initiatives, old technology.
Organizations seeking to own the complete lifecycle of product information can’t rely on old technologies. When data and processes are locked in by
the applications that manage them, the company’s available insights and actions are limited to the capabilities of the tools they reside in. Inflexible tools
yield inflexible data, processes, and strategies.
Strategic agility—the means to learn from and use the data in new ways—relies on improved flexibility: the opportunity to add new types of data, new
stakeholders, new technology domains, and new tools, to continually improve the processes that deliver products in a coordinated way across teams.

The case for a “more nimble” platform.
Although a survey of 890 CIOs from 23 countries found that about half (49%) characterize themselves as part of the “early majority” with their digital
transformation initiatives, they’re having trouble delivering on that promise:

44%

44% of those surveyed
cite the complexity of
legacy technology as
their top obstacle...

51%

...with 51% planning to
replace and/or adapt
existing infrastructure.

64%

And according to a survey of
nearly 4500 CIOs in 2017, almost
2/3 (64%) of IT leaders are
adapting technology plans due to
growing market unpredictability.

The single most popular response (52%) to addressing unpredictability?

“Creating a more nimble technology platform.”
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A PLATFORM TO
OWN THE LIFECYCLE
To be successful, digital transformation must
result in better ways to own your product’s
information, end to end across its lifecycle.

Ownership = Knowledge + Action. Ownership means that the information is immediately accessible, complete,
accurate, and actionable by the stakeholders whose job it is to effect improvements. What’s more, data and
technologies must be able to be transformed, to be used in new ways, as a result of the flexible approach
of the platform they reside on. For a business to sustain transformation year over year—including the next
technology and service innovations that haven’t even been dreamed of yet—information and actions must be
managed end to end across the product’s lifecycle on a platform that can continually be added to, adapted,
upgraded, and evolved to meet the company’s ever-changing strategic needs.

Exploring platform requirements:
In this eBook, we explore how owning the lifecycle of your product’s information is a key strategic requirement for the platform technology used to
develop and deliver products. To own the lifecycle, manufacturers must be able to leverage the platform to:

ü
ü
ü
ü

Reduce Risk of Complexity
Communicating in a clear, collaborative, transparent manner is a challenge for any company that makes products. Ever increasing complexity of
products that are comprised of many or several equally complex subsystems, makes this exponentially more difficult while introducing risk. Are
you managing to avoid risk while working is this new environment?
Rapidly Innovate
We recognize that every company is unique and constantly changing to grow, improve and compete. We understand that your company innovates
constantly to differentiate and win in the marketplace. To enable this rapid innovation, we focus on delivering a scalable, full-featured PLM
platform with industry best practices that is significantly easier to adapt to your company’s changing business practices rather than forcing you to
compromise to fit the software. Do your current technologies provide a foundation that fosters innovation or stagnation?
Function in a Global Environment
From concept through development, launch, production, service, maintenance, and end-of life companies now operate in a global environment for
development, outsourced manufacturing, quality, and supply chain operations. Can your systems and teams function in this environment? Can
your company prosper also?
Be Flexible and Prepared for What’s Next
In a technology landscape where data is inextricable from the platform it resides on, companies are seeking digital transformation to take back
ownership of data from the applications and the unique, proprietary, and closed-off data models in which it resides. The platform and tools must
be able to continue evolving. If digital transformation is about replacing old technologies, can you be assured.
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A PLATFORM BUILT FOR STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE:
DOES YOUR PLATFORM TECHNOLOGY HELP YOUR COMPANY TO…
Adapt to future needs?
Reduce the risk of ever-

Enable product and

increasing complexity?

service improvements?

The ever-increasing complexities

A superior offering at a lower

of today’s (and tomorrow’s)

price is sure to disrupt. The

intelligent and connected

ability to innovate not only on

products lead to increased

product features but also on

costs, missed market

processes that deliver them, to

opportunities, and resources

improve efficiencies and enhance

that are unable to scale.

value, is critical.

Power new business models?
Even though better products can
disrupt, better strategies sustain
growth. Fast, effective ways to
reconfigure business models—
that benefit the customer, the
company, and the value chain—
can evoke real transformation:
defining disruptors or helping
incumbents keep them at bay.

Platform technology for business
transformation shouldn’t
enable just one transformation;
it should be resilient enough
to enable future responses to
changing market and technology
dynamics for years to come. It
must empower the company—
and its data and processes—to
stay as flexible and responsive
as possible, to continue
transforming to stay competitive.

“[They] reinvent their business
Traditional engineering
IT environments, particularly
legacy PLM/PDM solutions,
were never designed to
manage such risks.

Digital innovators use

models with technology at

technology to change the

the core. Digital innovators

economics of their business,

use technology assets—along

reaching new markets and

with people, capital, and

creating opportunities to deliver

physical assets—to create new

new customer outcomes.

business models…”
– Forrester

“Constant transformation is the
new normal.”
– Harvard Business Review
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New platform requirements:

ü

ü

ü

ü

Evolving your customer

Improving products and

Powering future business

Adapting to future needs

focus requires expanding

services relies on providing

models increasingly

depends on owning the

your teams’ access to data

internal and external

includes a Digital Twin: a

platform technology itself.

across more of the product’s

stakeholders with access

digital representation of

The ability to change and

lifecycle—from requirements

to end-to-end lifecycle

the product in the field.

quickly update the platform

definition to service and

data in a way that fits their

To ensure accuracy and

at will; adapt and align

use—along with a robust

needs. A Digital Thread

context, a Digital Twin

the data model to meet

way to gauge success

connecting teams and tools

must include data about

new needs; include new

in meeting those

ensures accuracy as a

its physical twin’s unique

product information, teams

requirements and to adapt

product evolves.

configuration and operating

and processes across all

conditions while allowing for

domains and lifecycle stages

roll-up across similar twins.

all ensure your platform

them where necessary.

remains resilient enough
to meet not just today’s
business needs,
but tomorrow’s.
See page 7: Differentiate the Customer

See page 10: Build A Digital Thread to

See page 12: Power New Business

See page 14: Do You Really Own the Platform?

Experience with Systems Thinking

Improve Products and Services

Models: Achieving the Digital Twin

Achieving the Next Transformation
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DIFFERENTIATE THE CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE WITH SYSTEMS THINKING

A Platform Built to Evolve the Product
Systems Thinking is a holistic approach to analysis focused on how a system’s constituent
parts interrelate, and how a system works over time and within the context of larger systems.
Systems engineering is the application of Systems Thinking to engineering. It is the domain
where products begin—but for new product and business strategies to successfully take root,
that can’t be where Systems Thinking ends.

Visibility & Traceability
A view across the platform of the product as a system, along with the larger systems in which
it exists and their impact, should persist throughout the lifecycle. The platform should provide
visibility into requirements for every domain that contributes to the product’s definition, and
it should maintain connections to requirements upstream from the product data downstream,
out into the service and operational phases, to ensure those requirements are met.

Change & Communication
Managing change across all teams ensures that, when new information impacts
requirements, they are kept up-to-date. And when trade-off decisions are needed,
communication across and among teams happens.
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Why Systems Thinking?
Products are systems. The platform needs to

Today’s products are more. The platform needs

Tomorrow’s products will do more. The

manage and link the product definition across

to manage data, variability, communication,

platform must manage tomorrow’s product

the lifecycle, starting with:

interactions, and change across:

innovations:

▪

Requirements, driven by stakeholder
needs, are fulfilled by

▪

Software, driving on-board computing
for more functionality,

▪

Systems of systems interacting with
their environments,

▪

Functions, or what the product can do,
which operate in a

▪

Electronics to run and support software,

▪

▪

Electricals to provide power and
connectivity, and

Cloud infrastructure communicating two
ways with products,

▪

Mechanics, or the traditional physical
components.

Machine learning/AI parsing data and
enhancing products,

▪

Product as a service, owned by the OEM:
not the customer.

▪

to define the Physical product, which
satisfies its requirements.

VERIFICATION & VALIDATION

VIR
TUA
L TE
STS

SYSTEMS
ARCHITECTURE

ACCEPTANCE
TESTS

STS

SYSTEMS
REQUIREMENTS

L TE

▪

Logical framework, including behavior,
data, and control flows,

VIR
TUA

▪

SERVICES
MECHANICAL
ELECTRONIC
SOFTWARE

SYSTEMS
TESTING

MANUFACTURING

SERVICE
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New platform requirements for Systems Thinking
Does the platform help to improve the way you...

ü

Meet Customer Needs: Improving the way your products and
services meet your customers’ requirements involves capturing
these early on in the concept phase, breaking them down into their
structural elements, documenting their relationships—including
logical dependencies—and evaluating and controlling potential
risks to fulfilling each requirement.

ü

Measure Performance Across Disciplines: At the most granular
level, requirements management results in measurable values that
can be designed into the physical product as performance metrics;
verified and validated throughout simulation, test, and inspection;
and observed throughout the operational phase of the product’s
lifecycle, in service and in use.

ü

Model Tomorrow’s Products and Systems: MBSE (model-based
systems engineering) can model both the product itself—
behavioral, physical structure, on-board software, and cloud
components—and the larger system in which the product exists:
the environment, other products, users, and more. Models are used
in simulation and analysis across the lifecycle to study the system’s
response to new inputs and to evaluate the impact of changes on
the entire system.
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BUILD A DIGITAL THREAD TO IMPROVE PRODUCTS AND PROCESSES
A Platform Built for Accuracy, Accessibility, and Action: End-to-end traceability begins with upstream product requirements, extends throughout
detailed design and manufacture, and includes data from service and fielded use, where requirements must be met during the customer’s experience
with the product. For OEMs, the right strategic responses rely on the accuracy and completeness of the data that product development stakeholders can
find. Product information must be accessible to every stakeholder who needs it, actionable so they can leverage their domain expertise to improve it, and
communicated quickly and effectively to other teams when it changes.

Strategic agility relies on…
Accuracy of the data on-hand: can teams access the right version of the
product they need—its configuration? Accuracy in decision-making is also a
function of the completeness of that data. Is everything on-hand that they’ll
need to review others’ past decisions and make their own?
Access to product data suited to the domain of the team that needs it.
Does the platform include the right data model—relationships, properties,
workflows, and processes—relevant to the team taking action?
Action executed against the latest product information, including the
many other stakeholders that an effective action requires—especially in a
complex system comprised of mechanical, electrical, hardware, and software
components. Do requirements compete, and do issues need resolution or
review by other functions?
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A jet engine manufacturer leveraged Aras Innovator to create a traceable
Digital Thread between engineering and manufacturing—resulting in:

A Digital Thread to Own the Lifecycle…

ü

Configuration-managed: During its lifecycle, a product evolves
through many configurations. Changes connect one configuration
to the next, so capturing and connecting as much information as
possible about the decisions that led to each change is critical to

62%

following the Digital Thread throughout the product’s evolution and

reduction in
CHANGES TO ANALYZE

making the next well-informed change.

ü

Cross-disciplinary: A product’s evolution includes teams across
multiple domains, their preferred tools, and outside organizations.
A platform that can build and maintain accurate, connected, and

80%

configuration-managed product data across these teams and tools

reduction in
TOOLS

is essential to creating the Digital Thread.

ü
82%

less DATA ENTRY
eliminating spreadsheets
and siloed data

Collaborative: Alerting other teams to product changes is
a key component of improving products. It takes multiple
disciplines and teams to ensure that a change is the right one,
get it into production, and evaluate its effectiveness. Maintaining
collaboration data in the Digital Thread offers context to the
decisions that data supports. When other teams can take related
actions—with the information and justification they need—products,
services, and strategies can change more quickly and the business

Read more about the Digital Thread here.

can become more agile.
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POWER NEW BUSINESS MODELS: ACHIEVING THE DIGITAL TWIN
A Platform Built for the Digital Twin. The Digital Twin extends the product’s available data and definition into the operational phase of the lifecycle—the
most important phase to understanding the customer’s experience—using sensor data and Internet of Things connectivity.

The Digital Thread - Digital Twin Connection
Data Exchange among Digital Twins in the field
to communicates lessons learned, and between

Define requirements and manage system models for visibility

Digital Twins and the OEM to improve offerings.

way, providing accurate context for data analysis.
Service Events and operating conditions are
unique to each Digital Twin configuration. As each
one undergoes maintenance, events and past
configurations become its unique Digital Thread.
Serialization is the start of a unique Digital Twin.
Each subsequent configuration is captured
and recorded in its own branching Digital Thread.

and traceability throughout the lifecycle.

The Digital Twin can leverage
important information
generated upstream in its
Digital Thread: like simulation

Detailed design connects engineering domains across
internal and external teams.

processes, quality and
reliability planning, design
and manufacturing data for

Simulation data and results offer insights and reuse

root cause analysis, and

across the lifecycle and out to Digital Twins.

critical requirements to drive
operations and improve the
customer experience.

Test management ensures that all data critical to decision
support is managed centrally.

Manufacturing processes and any variability/
issues are captured in the Digital Thread.

Evolving Product Strategy. The Digital Twin can collect and analyze

Evolving Business Strategy. New opportunities will emerge to redefine

customer information, performance data, operating conditions, failures,

business strategies leveraging the new capabilities of products and

and more. Analysis and insights from this data can enable immediate

their Digital Twins. One is Product as a Service, where OEMs maintain

changes, such as over-the air software updates, to improve the customer

ownership of the product and offer it as a service to their customers

experience. And, it can supply new learning back to the OEM to improve

to add new value throughout its lifecycle via better maintenance and

next-generation products and ideate new offerings.

upgrade efficiencies.

DIGITAL THREAD

DIGITAL TWIN

Digital Twins each reflect today’s current product
configuration, including all of the changes along the

From Thread to Twin:
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Extending the Product’s Lifecycle Expands Platform Requirements…to Enable the Digital Twin and What’s Beyond:
Same lifecycle, new stages.
Connecting fielded product information to upstream functions is often done
informally today. Formalizing this exchange via a platform requires maintaining

ü

More analysis.
Analysis relies on context: accurately analyzing sensor data from
Digital Twins requires an understanding of the exact product

a clear, configuration-managed product definition for every Digital Twin:

configuration in its unique operating conditions; while maintaining a

starting with its “As-Built” configuration and tracing its evolution throughout

record of a common Digital Thread up to production, enabling roll-up

every as-maintained configuration. This is because effective analysis of sensor

and analysis of what they have in common.

data from a physical product relies on context—that is, the exact product
configuration and operating conditions of the Twin under analysis.

Same requirements, new information.
Determining the meaningful signal from the noise of unstructured sensor data
flowing back from Digital Twins is key. This begins in requirements definition

ü

More learning.
Providing machine-interpretable data from the physical product is
critical, and machine learning relies on semantics to identify patterns

and quality planning, to understand what should be measured and to evaluate

and use them to create meaning.

the data being returned. From this earliest stage, the platform must be able
to structure data semantically: including details about what type of data it is
(watts, temperature, torque, speed, etc.) and how it relates to other information
throughout the system (requirement, risk, failure, cause, effect, tolerance, etc.).

Same traceability, new teams.
Teams that will benefit from the Digital Twin include product stakeholders

ü

More value.
Leveraging product data at new points across the product’s
lifecycle offers new value to more teams. Service teams could

from the OEM, supply chain, service partners, and customers. Learning

perform simulation to discover and address root causes or test new

gained from the Digital Twin can even extend throughout and beyond

approaches. Design teams could predict maintenance intervals to

industries, helping to connect similar companies that may traditionally

reduce costs. Parts suppliers could leverage machine learning to

compete. A platform that can share information with multiple stakeholders,

predict the best tooling to avoid nonconformances. Customers could

across organizational boundaries, including the customer, will accelerate

select the best software update to improve the functionality they use

value for the OEM.

the most. New value from business and product strategies available
because of the Digital Twin will only grow.
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DO YOU REALLY OWN THE PLATFORM? ACHIEVING THE NEXT TRANSFORMATION
A Platform Built for What’s Next: Strategic agility for product companies relies on constantly improving your teams’ ability to access and act on product
information, to achieve upcoming transformations that are hard to predict in a swiftly-changing market. The ability to impact and adjust the platform
technology itself, to change and adapt it to whatever need may come next, is key to your strategic agility.

A Platform to Own the Lifecycle Ensures You Can…

The Aras Platform Flexibly Builds and
Manages the Digital Thread in Three Ways

Own the Connections. Can the platform create and manage the complex
connections required by Systems Thinking throughout the end-to-end
product lifecycle—including changes downstream to product data, and

Applications
Built-in processes and data
models fit-to-purpose for
each lifecycle application.

upstream in systems design? This helps to ensure that requirements are
met, and that new requirements are captured and designed-in to improve
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changes across different domains and authoring tools both internal

da

Thread of product data, ensuring traceability and communicating

DIGITAL
THREAD

ge

and workflows across various teams that contribute to the Digital

na

Own the Processes. Can the platform manage the tool integrations

Ma

s

the customer experience.

Own the Future. Can the platform manage every configuration of a
fielded Digital Twin, to ensure context for its recorded data from service
and the field in order to understand if requirements were met, and to
equip teams with new inputs to do their jobs better and expand strategic
value for the OEM?

Custom
Applications
Low-code modeling
engine and platform
services enable 100%
custom applications.

Enforce secure collaboration

Enterprise
Applications
Two-way integrations
to CAD, CAE,
MS Office tools, and
legacy applications.
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Own your strategy: What can you change, and how quickly?

ü

Deploy with Agile: How agile is the implementation process? Agility to quickly adapt to changing requirements
throughout set-up, implementation, and introduction of new features and business processes differentiates the Aras
platform. Teams can improve the way they collaboratively gather requirements, release functionality, and adapt to
changing business needs through continuous improvement of the current system—rather than implementing
a new system.

ü

Extend and author applications: Are you locked into the applications your provider offers? Only Aras offers a platform
with low-code authoring capabilities. All applications are included for subscribers, and companies regularly extend our
applications and author new ones completely connected to other data and processes available across the platform: all
without writing code and with upgrades guaranteed.

ü

Integrate across tools: Despite where it was authored, can you manage data across multiple tools and teams, including
the extended enterprise, to offer users the best authoring environment for them? Only Aras offers a tool-agnostic
platform that allows you to author data natively on the platform, or integrate with other systems to capture it, and not
lose functionality regardless of where the data was authored.

ü

Offer one authoritative source of truth for the product: Unlike other providers, Aras offers a single platform—not a
collection of platforms—to manage product data in one seamless experience that extends functionality upstream and
downstream throughout product development and across the teams, tools, and the organizations they partner with.

Own the Lifecycle and future-proof your company’s strategic agility with a flexible platform for end-to-end product information,
access, and control across your enterprise teams. Only with Aras.

Aras provides a resilient platform for digital industrial applications. Only Aras offers open, low-code technology that
enables the rapid delivery of flexible, upgradeable solutions for the engineering, manufacturing, and maintenance
of complex products. Aras’ platform and product lifecycle management applications connect users in all disciplines
and functions to critical product data and processes across the lifecycle and throughout the extended supply
chain. Headquartered in Andover, MA with major offices throughout the world, Aras supports more than 350
global multinational customers and over 250,000 users. The Aras Innovator platform is freely downloadable.
All applications are available at a single subscription rate, which includes all upgrades performed by Aras. Aras
customers include Airbus, Audi, Denso, GE, GM, Honda, Kawasaki, Microsoft, and Nissan.

www.aras.com
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